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FLOW.   ACOii.}"FAl)lLlTY  AND FUUMüTlUN 

OF 

inriu.aTm.jj PKUNV:-JTMì,NT ¿TU DI as IN IK'üA 

A.   WJAL   C .FACI'iY OF  INi>lA 

1. India presents   two directional   flows   in   the   area  of 
industriili   pre-in vos tra on t, planning   and documentation.    She  is 
hoth  a  lender and  recipient of   the  contení     and  expertise. 
India  is   a  lmge —    If  not a massive —  nroducor   of pre-investment 
studies;   in  turn,   she   assimilates   sizeable doses   of   technical 
expertise   and assistance. 

2, Because of  the  staggering  size  of  the  population  (having 

crossed   the 600 million mark In   1975),   the relative Intensity 

of industrialisation,   in  terms  of  per  capita UÖP  emanating from 
the manufacturing sector —  less   than  US 4 20 —is   still   low. 

She ranks,   nevertheless,  seventh   in  the world by size of  indust- 

rial  output.    The  Indian  industrial  sector has   attained reasonable 

degrees   of  diversification and  sophistication. 

3« Albeit on a  relatively modest scale,   India  has  launched  a 

prográmele   of exnorts   of  Industrial  capital,   equipment and  expertise 

with  substantial,   and   in   the very recent period,   resounding success. 

The  latest  reports   in licate  that  in   the  first  six   months  of  the 

1976-77    fiscal year,   the export  orders   for engineering products 

(including  industriell   plant and  machinery) exceeded Is 3,1)0 million 

in value.     Vith the   carry forward of   the preceding  period,   the 

aggregate  value of  contracts on  hand,   at the  end of September  1976, 

was of  the  order of Rs 7,000 million,  equivalent of  approximately 

US * 800 million.     Between 1970-71   and 1976-77,   the  value of 

exports of  engineer ins products   would have,   there   are indications, 
expanded  four-fold, 

k. Synchronising  with an overall expansion  in exports,  India 

Is emerging as a supplier of other manufactured goods.    Despite 

the recessionary conditions experienced all over  the world in  the 

1974-76   period,  the  exports registered a record expansion rate, 

in value,of over 50 per cent over  the last two  fiscal 
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years       through March  1976.     The   gains  have been broad-based 

anrl  consistent over  the   timo  span.    The   tremi  has  been  accentuated 

durinrr   the   current  fiscal  year.      In  other words,   these  arc   not  a 

lop-sided    result  of  an   abnormal,   occasional,   favourable   aberration. 

5. Mr.   Bradford Morse,   the   UNDP  Administrator,   described 

India,   in   the   course  of  a UN   day   mesM'C,   as   a  pace-setter    among 

the  Third    .orld   countries.     Indiu contributed  over   50<J experts   to 

the   UNDP   programmes   in   197".     The  number   excludes   thousands   engaged 

under  bilateral   agreements   between  governateli Is   or   individually by 
foreign   industrial   and   official   organisations.      India's   vas I  pool   of 

engineers,   technicians   and  other   experts   has   been  drawn   upon   both 

as   a part  of  her  own  sizeable   bilateral   assistance   and   through 

multilateral   co"perative   niOgraui'ies.     Hi-.   Morse   observe.]   th.it 

India  has   shown   a  remarkable   talent   for   adaoting   available   technology 

to  developmental  needs.     The   Indian  research   scientists   and   techno- 

logists   hive  demonstrated   their   'leadership'   function   in   developing 

innovative,   medium-level    and   sophisticated   technologies   suitable 

to  her  and  other  relatively   low-income  countries. 

G. In   the  realisation  of   the Lima Declaration   target —   raising 

the  share  of   the   developing  countries   in  world  industrial   nroduction 

to  at  least 2 "5  per  cent by the   turn of  the  century —   India will 

have   to be  a major  contributor.     India's  role  shall  be  multi- 

dimensional : as   a direct contributor,    is  a co-partner  and   as  a 

transfer  agent (a)   facilitating   transfer  of  technology  from   the 

advanced   to  the   developing  countries,   (b)  stimulating growth  in 

selected  areas,   and  (c)  pushing  exports   in   the reverse  direction. 

7. VIthout going   into   the   intricacies  of  the  rationale of 

allocations  of   the  increased  industrial  net output  (valued added) 

projected  at  US  ^  l,22'i billion   in   the  year 200Ü,   the   inflated 

annual growth of  10.5 per cent  in  the  developing countries — 

against  'i.O per  cent  in  the  developed  countries —   would  call  for 

a massive effort on  the  industrial  front.    The effort would be 

greater  for  large countries   like   India,  which have   to   fill   in  the 

gaps  left open by smaller and unsteady economies.     Granting  India 

her  deserved place  in   the contemplated global   development pattern, 

the  Indian  industrial profile shall have to be transformed beyond 

MMta 
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recognition  by continuous  inj   cti-in  of  capital and   technical 

resources.     The   opportunitl >•>   for  fresh closes  of   viable   invest- 

ments would   call   for a  dorrr"     or   in-'enuity,   cxpertiio  an(' 

analytical   talent,  which ha .'i'los  normal  forecasts.     Incidentally, 

the Indian  «'ifth   Man  (107/1-1070)   provides  already  Lor  ;>.n average 

investment  outlay of "•?  I" million  (a   little  less   than Hi  4? 2 million) 

every hour,      round   thr»  clock,    throughout   the   tenure  of   the  plan. 

8. The  man^Oier  requirement,   for   industrial   i. »enti fi cat ion 

and   feasibility  studies   —  l't   alono   project  pn¿íiri<"»rin-   and 

implementation  — would   hi»   -ita-'/rerin"   for   the required   level  of 

the  industrial development activity.      Vt   t.5  per   cent  of   total 

project investment, preinvestrjíMit   .-iludios  »vouM   require   an 

expenditure  of  "a  12,500 million   or  ap. rodm 1 tely Ui   ^  .280 million 

for   the in in ¿trial  sector of   the   ? ifth 1 Ian.     translated   in  terms 

of  manpower,   as-i um in", material   cost   component boln"  'id  per cent, 

the   total   professional manpowr   requirement   shall   be  of   the  order 

of   500,dOt) man-months  or  'tu,000 man-years. 

9. "¡ven   at   •>   contt.nt  capital-output   r;tio,   the   investment 

size  shall  hive   to  «row  6,0  times   to maintain an  8  pnr   cent 

compoun*'  rato  of   growth   over   the nr,xt   .5  years.     If   the   ID per 

cent   growth  ein be  su.t tinea  over   the  qu-.rter century,   th»  t'ose« 

of  investment inflow  shall have   to  be  inflated   to   1').S   times. 

This woul 1  demand     annua lly, professional manpower   of   over a 

million nan-months.   This   implies   that  an  army of   SO,000   pro- 

fessionals would   be  nnga^ed   on   a whole-time bisis   for   tho pre- 

paration of  pre-inv'stment studies   by  the   turn  of   the ccntruy. 

10. It  is  in   thi» context       of       special   position of  India  in 

the  global  setting or  indiiitrial  and   economic  growth  that an 

appraisal  is made in section n   of India's  industrial performance. 

A     later section attempts   to evaluate  her  capability to 

undertake  preinvestment  project  planning. 

B.  DIM'TOSIONj   AN!)  TtOV'fil  O?   IN  I VN  INäViTlY 

11. The  industrial production quadrupled  during the  25  year», 

1951   to 1976.    The rite  of  growth   in   the  first  20  years   (1051   to 

1970) was  steadily hidi,  with minor   fluctuations.     It demonstrated 

signa of  stagnation ¿lurin* the  years  1972  to 1975.    The Ind^x 



oí Industrial   Production  (with base  i960 •  100) rose  burely to 
200.7   in 1973  against l99.'i In  the preceding  year.     In 1974 and 
197e),   industrial  output expanded  by 2.5   and  r>.7 per  cent  over  the 
respective preceding years.     Since   the   declaration  of  the  new 
economic  programe  in  1975,   the growth   process has  gathered 
momentum once  again.     In   the  first 6 months  of   the  current  fiscal 
year,   the growth rate  had  reached a 13   per cent  level.     It  is 
now generally  admitted  that,  unless  interrupted by  abnormal 
factors,   this   rate  is  maintainable   In   the  foreseeable   future. 

12. The  employment in   the public  sector manufacturing   under- 
takings  rose   from 0.37 million  in   1960-0I   to 0.81 mil? ion  in 
1970-71.    By  197W5,   it had exceeded  1.10 million. 

13. The employment in   'the organised private manufacturing 
sector'   was  estimated at 3.02 million  in   i960-61.    A decade later, 
it had expanded to "5.97 «illion.    The  year 197W5 »»* the crossing 
of  the  '1.0 million mark with  the  figure  standing at  4.13  million. 

l'i. In about a decade-and-a-half,   there was   thus   a substantial 
increase in   the manpower  engaged in the manufacturing  sector in 
India,   from 3.39 million   to  5.23  million  or of approximately 
2 million. 

15. The revised Fifth Plan envisages  an  investment in  Industry 
of lis 166.60 billion  (approximately US $ 10 billion) — 96.6O billion 
in  the public  sector and Im 70.00 billion  in   the private and 
cooperative sectors. 

16. Translated into physical   targets  of output,   the  Invest- 
ments     in  the  industrial   sector are projected  to secure, 
illustratively,   the growth-dimena ions  Indicated in Anne*  1. 

17. The  growth  in public sector investments was  fairly remark- 
able during   the past  two-and-a-ha If decades as shown  in Annex 2. 
Some of the  core sector  Industries — such as  steel,   aluminium, 
sulphuric acid,   fertilisera,  electrónica,  electrU   equipment — 
are expected  to register notable gains  during   the Fifth Plan. 

18. The pattern of investment  in industrial under takings in 
the public sector,  at the end of  the Fourth Plan (1974),   is set 
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set out  in Annex 3.     The  industrial  investments  of   the  Central 
Government —   excluding   those by   the State Governments —   during 
the Fifth  Plan period  represent   ine composition  as  shown  in 
Annex  k.    A bulk of   the  investment  flow  is proposed  to be diverted 
to heavy industry:   steel,   petroleum and  fertilisers. 

19. Several  Industrial  undertakings   in  the  public sector are of 
fairly  large  sise  and  of sophisticated  nature,   using advanced 
technologies  (or processes).    The engineering  group comprises 
of about 25 undertakings  engaged  in  the  production of machinery, 
equipment and   tools   and  in   fabrication  activities.    The output 
in  th« heavy engineering  group in  1975-76 was valued ut fa 7.5 
billion,  or  around  US f 0.8 billion. 

20. The number  of  joint  stock  companies  in  India rose   from 
28,500  in 1951   to  41,808  in  1975.     The   increase   in  paid-up  capital 
was more  impressive.     The  paid-up  capital  of  all  companies 
aggregated to fa 7,754 million in  1951.     The   figure rose tofal8,l85 
million  in I96I and   to V5,014 million  a decade   Inter.     In  1973, 
it had crossed the fa 75 billion  mark. 

21. There was  substantial growth recorded not   only in   the 
number  of companies   and   their paid-up  capital,   but  equally per- 
ceptible was   the expansion   in size.     The  average  paid-up  capital 
of all  companies  in  1951  was to 270,000,   which rose   to fa l,'il<i,000 
in I97I   and  to fa 1,817,000  in 1971».    However,   the   increase in 
size was mainly due   to the entry of a few giant  government 
companies. 

22. Of  the  100 largest private seotor companies operating in 
India in 197*•,   there were 7, the assets  of each of which exceeded 
the value of fa 1,000 million.    There were only 3  companies with 
assets below  the value of fa 100 million.    The  turnover of  10 
companies exceeded fa 1,000 million. 

23. During  the first half of  the präsent  decade,  the  paid-up 
capital  raised by the corporate sector  aggregated to fa 36 billion. 
The share of the private sector was a meagre  il  par cent.    The 
annual  growth  Is set out in Annex  5. 
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2k. The Government  granted in  1975^-76,   approval»  for issue  of 
fresh  capital   of Is 2,935 million  (equivalent of over   US ft 300 
•illion) to  th« non-government  companies.     It was a jump of to 950 
•illion (or US  $ 100 million)  over   the corresponding   figure  of  the 
preceding  year. 

2 5. In addition  to   the  issue of capital,   industrial  financing 
was reinforced  by term lending  financial   institutions.    The  three 
major institutions  operating  on un all-India basis are the 
Industrial  Development Bank (IDBI),   the   Industrial  Finance Corpo- 
ration  (IFCI)   and   the   Industrial  Credit  and  Investment Corporation 
(ICICI).    The  assistance sanctioned by the   three Institution« 
aggregated  to lb 3,920 million  in  the  last  completed  fiscal year 
(against  the figure of » 3,150 million in  l97'*-75). 

26. Indian   industry has drawn considerably on   the  international 
pool  of  technical know-how to acquire and  develop her own industrial 
and technological capability.    The number   of foreign collai oration 
agreements  approved by  the Government during  the period 1957   through 
September  lf5 exceeds 4500.    The distributive pattern by countries 
is set out  in  Annex 6.    This  excludes a number of arrangements 
concluded with   East European  countries. 

27. India follows  under an  industrial  statute—-   Industries 
(Development and Regulation) Act 1951 —   a  fairly rigorous system 
of industrial   licensing.     In  the recent years,  and specially after 
the enunciation  of the  new economic  policy,   it has bean liberal- 
ised a great deal  since it was apprehended  to procrastinate 
project development.     Nonetheless,  all substantial  Industrial 
projects are subject to industrial  licensing.    A provisional 
licence —   styled as   * letter of  Intent* —   is  issued first.     It 
is followed by  a regular licence If specified steps     are initiated 
to implement  the project.    The licences are  issued for new invest- 
ments under  three categories:  new units,  new article,   diversi- 
fication  and substantial expansion. 

28. Annex 7 sets out the number of letters of intent and 
licences Issued in the  last fiscal year,   1975-76.    For purposes 
of pre-investment studies,   the  figures relating  to the letters 
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of  intent aro more  relevant  since  the industrial licences  are, by 

and   large,   a matter  of  conversion  (of   *m itured •   letters  of   intent). 

20. Over  6U0   provisional  am1  approxim itely   700       final 

licences were  i ¡suoil   over   the  span  of   one  year  (1975-76).     These 

fiTUre3    represent,   nevertheless,   a  gross  under-statement   of  the 

new   industrial activity.    Several  industries  are  outside   the 

purview of  industrial  licensing.    Only  the  larger enterprises witn 

project  coat  exceeding fa 10 million are  required   to  seek  indust- 

rial    licences unless  certain  basic oond itions  are not   satisfied. 

30. There are   thousands   of  small  and medium-sized   industrial 

units  established   every year,  which also are  outside  the   scope  of 

liconsinc  ani consequently of  Annex 7.     There wore  36,000  small 

units  registered   — not  licensed —  in   196l.    The   figure   tor 1973, 

which  is  appraised   as   an under-estimate by  10 por cent,   had 

catapulted   to '»00,000.     In  other words,   some 30,000   to  'tO,0 1 small 

industrial  units   are  established   every year.     'îach  one  of   those 

has  to be  supported by pre-investment  studies  in appropriate depth. 

Only a  few,  however,  commission regular   feasibility studies.    Since 

most  of  the  enterprises have  to depend   on assistance  from  financial 

institutions,  some kind of  pre-investment data are compiled.    The 

data  package,   often called   'feasibility1   or  'project'   report,   is 

not a rationally delineated  programming document,     fbe  agencies 

preparing  such documents   i-ossess  limited   competence  as do most 

of   those making the appraisal.    The studios  in  this   category 

commence with pre-empteJ  conclusions,  project characteristics and 

selection criteria.    Many are intended   only to comply with fortaal 

procedural requirements. 

C.  SCOfE AND DELIMITATIONS Of  F tS-INV'ÜTMíNT  STUDI«? 

31. iith  the  size  of  the involvement  generated by the absolute 

and  relative growth-magnitudes of   the industrial sector,   the 

acquisition of  a  certain amount of  capability by India  in  the area 

of  industrial project  planning,  programming and montitoring is  a 

foregone conclusion.    The large investment doses — and   the con- 

comitant professional  effort  — would be wasteful unless   the develop- 

aent activity can  be planned with in Tenuity,  allocated  priorities 
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objectively and monitored meticulously.     However,   before an 
appraisal   of   the   institutional   framework  and  capability may be 
attempted,   it would  be  rewarding   to have  a recapitulation  of   the 
nature and  coverage of pre-investment  studies.     A lack of  precise 
understanding  in   this   area has  been responsible   for   considerable 
waste  of effort,   significant  deficiencies   in planning and  resultant 

failures  of  industrial projects. 

32. Industrial  pre- inves tment   studies  cover  a wide  spectrum 

(see Exhibit I)   of  industrial  analysis: 

A. Identification  or Opportunity Studies, 
B. Model  Plani and  Profile  Studies, 
C. Pre- feasibility Reports, 
D. Techno-economic  Feasibility Reports, 
E. Functional  und Support Studies, 
F. Project  Evaluation  Studies, 
G. Project Reports —   which   include  project  scheduling, 

capital   budgeting   and planning,   basic process  data, 
detailed  engineering   configurations  and programmes 
for  identified areas  of project development. 

33. Classifications A and B cover identification,  C,  D and F 
pre-investment   and  G  investment phases  of  industrial  projects. 
Classification E  is  a borderline case and   the  exercises  under it 

belong  to D or G. 

}k. Classification  A covers  area,   resource-based  (e.g. .  wood- 
working,   su*-sector   (e.g.,   building materials)   studies,   import subs- 
titution  and linkage (backward or forward integration)   studies. 
Exploration and  identification of new investment opportunities or 
expansion  of existing  industrial  units  are  their basic goals. 

35. Classification  Ü studies   are  prepared  in  a bs tract not covering a 
specific project —   with reference to a specific location, si*e, 
market or  technology.    The model  or profile studies are more of oppor- 
tunity than feasibility studies.    While most classification A studies 
cover macro and semi-macro levels,  classification B exercises  are 
essentially micro-level documents.     These are meant for  a project, 
although  do not enquire into,  analyse or establish  the viability of 
the project.    Both classifications,  therefore,  represent the explo- 

ratory phase. 
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36. By nature of   their contents,   approach and objective»,   both 
classification  A and B  studies  are not  bankable  documents.     A major 
source of  sub-standard utilization  of investment  resources  is   the 
prevailing Misconception  (in many developing   countries and   in  some 
segments  of the  Indian industry)   that profile  type  studies  may be 
a substitute  for  full   techno-economic  feasibility studies. 

37. Pre-feasibili ty exercises  are  only  a variant  of  full 
feasibility studies.     The major difference  lies   in   the  depth   and 
definitive  character  of datu.     An  investment  decision based  on  a . 
pre-feasibility study can be   retrieved  or  altered without  loss  of 
substantial  resources.    The   project activity  gathers  quick momentum 
after  the   investment  decision   is made  following   the  completion  of a 
feasibility study,   and   therefore,  may  Involve  substantial  capital 

costs. 

38. The   risk   indicated  in  para 36 is more  real  and highly 
accentuated when pre-feasibility studies  are  prepared.    An  indus- 
trial promoter  is  seldom willing  to commit  additional expenditure 
to commission a   full  techno-economic feasibility study once   a pre- 
feasibility study has  been carried out.     Non-commissioning,   there- 
fore,  of   the  latter is  often  a blessing  in disguise  for the  simple 
reason  that,   in  its  absence,   a full  feasibility study would not be 

sacrificed. 

39. With the   financing pattern of new industrial capacity 
drawing heavily upon  financial institutions* —   giving term  loans 
and underwriting  new capital   issues,   the preparation of some  kind 
of a document styled variously as a  feasibility or project  report, 
has become  almost ubiquitous.    The  coverage,  the  depth,   the  sophis- 
tication  and the dependability of the  analyses  are,  nonetheless, 

highly variable. 

40. No dcv-lop^nt  financial  Institution accepts a model  scheme 
or a pi of i le study a>;  a final   feasibility report;  however,   the 
probability of  the acceptance of a pre-feasibility as a full  feasi- 

bility report  is  very high.     The distinction is,  indeed,  blurred 

and more  often  tho documents   termed or accepted as full teohno- 

*  In India,  the share  of financial  institutions in  total project 
financing has gone in some  oases to as high a level as 85 per cent. 
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economic feasibility reports  are no nor e   than pre-feasibility 

studies,     this is .mother   source  of seemingly bankable projects  turn- 

ing  into Major porporate   failures.     At  any rate,   the projected 

results are  not  realised,which   in effect means ni sal locution  of 

resources as   a result  of distorted priorities. 

hi. The   functional  and support  ¡rludi es  are  predecessors  or 

components  of  full   feasibility studies,     'ftiese,   asiong  others,   include: 

1) Market surveys —   including starket   testing, 

2) demand  projections, 
3) raw muterial   surveys   including  mineral prospecting , 

h) pilot plant   reports, 

5) studies  for  selection  of process  or   technology, 

6) location  and  site   selection  studies. 

'42. The  functional   and support  studies  are commissioned wt. 

(i)   one of  the phenomena of  the   candidate  project  is   of  critical 

significance   to   the  project,   (ii)   it needs   to be   studied  in  depth 

requiring more  than  proportionate   efforts,   and   (iii)   the   agency 

carrying out   the study joes not  have   the  expe-tise  or manpower  to 

conduct the   operation. 

'#3. A functional  or  support  study may  precede  or  follow a 

techno-economic   feasibility report.     When   it  precedes,  and  if  the 

results are  negativo,   the   contemplated project   idea may  be  given up. 

When   the results  are positive,   its   basic  analysis,   findings  and 

conclusions   form an  integral part  of   the   techno-economic   feasibility 

study.    A follow-up  functional   or  support  study provides   detailed 

bases   for project planning  after  Ute  investment decision has been 
•ade. 

hh. The  project evaluation  exercises  are undertaken   to  appraise 

the  results  of a feasibility report for purposes  of final  investment 

decisions by  the  investor,  local promoter and  tnc  collaborator,  the 

financing agency,   the planning  organisation and  the regulator    wing 

of the government.    A comprehensive  feasibility report obviates  the 

need for a separate evaluation  document.     Most  feasibility studies, 

however, do not make  adequate appraisal in   terms of social  profit- 

ability (social benefit-cost analysis).    In other  cases,  certain 

externalities and national policy parameters and projections make it 
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imperative to mount a separate project evaluation study.    The 

evaluation study,   documented or  not,   paves   the way  for the final 

investment decision  and   is   the   lust  step under   the pre-investiment 

phase. 

'l'i. A detailed project report is  u blue-print   for physical 

planning   of  the  project  and   is  outside   the scope  of   the present 

paper   and   deliberations.      It needs,   nevertheless,   to be recognised 

that  a great deal   of dovetailing   is   involved between   the  two 

phases —   pre- invest« en t  and  investment —   and,as  a consequence, 

the  success  of  the project  is   inextricably  Interlinked between 

the   two  phases  of project planning.     A misdirected  identification 

of the project characteristic  does   telescope  into   the  investment 

and  operational phases;   with  a great degree of car      Jid caution, 

on  the other hand,   the earlier deficiencies can be rectified. 

46. 11  is   in  this  conceptual  context  that  an  appraisal may be 

attempted  of  the sources   and acceptability of  pre-investment 

studies.     It would provide     the backdrop   for   the  efforts  which 

can be designed  to promote bankable pre-investment  project documen- 

tation. 

D.   INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK AND  INDIAN  CAPABILITY 

47. In   the  field of  Identification and opportunity studies, 

the state  governments,   the Planning  Commission  and other develop- 

mental  agencies have commissioned   the services  of research 

organisations like  the National Council of Applied Economic 

Research,   developmental   financial   institutions,   such  as   the 

Industrial   Development Bank of India and  the consultancy organ- 

isations  such  as   the National   Industrial  Development Corporation. 

48. The  agencies commissioned  to  undertake   the preparation  of 

feasibility studies are: 

1)    consultants  (in  the private and public sectors) 

including  the affiliates of multi-unit industrial 

complexes ; 

ii)    development organisations  like   the  Industrial 

Development  Bank of India,   the State Industrial 

Development Corporations (in most cases, these 
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institutions  commission  the services of external 
agencies); 

iii)     industrial establishments,  mainly   the   larger   ones 
in   the public sector; 

iv)    foreign collaborating   firms  (manufacturing  process- 
owners,   producRrs  and  engineering companies); 

v)     foreign consultants. 

*9. Curious   though  it may seem,   some  of  the  commercial  banks 
have entered  the   field of  preparation of what  is   termed as 
feasibility studies.    This   is  done  via  the   newly created   'merchant 
banking divisions1,   the major  function of which is   to assist  new 
industrial enterprises  in  capital   planning   and specially public 
issues  of capital.     It  is  astonishing  that some of   üie more 
enlightened  international  banks   also have  attempted  to   enter   the 
fray.     They do  not have  the  requisite  expertise.     A half-hearted 
approach  is made   to compile   an   inventory of   information  routed 
through  the sponsors  of  the  project.     Bearing   the seal  of  a 
respectable bank,   the semi-processed, untested,  out-of-con text 
data acquire  the respectability of firm estimâtes and projections. 
The  inadequate capability of apparently acceptable  institutions  is 
a greater risk  than one of small,  relatively unknown agencies. 

30. Based on   the National  Register  of Consultancy and   Industrial 

Services  19/5  (consisting  of 301  consulting   firms)  and produced 
by  the National  Data Institute,   New Duini,   the functional  distri- 
bution of  the industrial  consultancy organisations was  as  follows: 

No.  of 
Consultants 

- Project Surveys/Reporta 105 
- Feasibility Reports 120 
- Project Design 79 
- Project/Process  Engineering 84 
- Construction Supervision/Commission      59 
- Turn-key Projects 56 
- Technical Know-how 69 

51 Under project planning,  development and allied services,   the 
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activity and industry special dations of  the consulting organls- 
ationa assumed the pattern set out in Annex  8.    This  is,  however, 

based  on  a register of   159 consulting  firms maintained b„   the 

Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 

52. The  specialisations of   the management consultancy service« 

present  the following pattern: 

Materials Management 

Inventory Control 
Production Management 

Work Study 
Personnel Management 

Training Programmes 
Financial Management 

(excluding a large number of 
accounting firms) 

System Designing & Implementation 

Data Processing & Computer ¡services 

PERT Management 

Project Development 

No.   of 
Consultants 

52 

60 

50 

55 

51 
9 

10 

7 
6 

63 

53. In   the field of structural and building construction,  there 

is a large number of service unit«.    The number of oonsulting 

organisations Involved In plant layout and  factory installations 

was 65. 

54. Annex 9 presents  the analysis  of 34 leading consultants 

engaged in project Identification and planning (including preparation 

of  feasibility studies)     classified by size of  their professional 

staff.» 

55. The National  Industrial  Development Corporation (NIDC)   Is a 

leading  industrial consultancy organisation sponsored by the 

Government.    There are several others auch as angineers India 

* This is based on a register prepared by the Federation of Indian 
Export Organisations, New Delhi:  Consultancy Service» from India, 
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Limited,   Engineering Projects India Limited.     Being more relevant 
to   the  subject  under  review,  an analysis   is   presented in Annex  10 
of   the number  of preinves tment studies   undertaken by NIOC  in 
different  industries.     It shows   that out  of   the enumerated 239 
studies,   about  half   (to  be precise  tó  per  cent) were  feasibility 
reports.     The  overseas  studies  also showed  a  fairly high proportion 
(20 per  cent). 

56. In Annex   11,   selected feasibility  studies undertaken by 
NIDC have been   tabulated by size  of projects.     Since only orders 
of magnitude are relevant,   no  inflation-linked discounting  factor 
has been  applied.     The  subject statement   shows   that the projects 
studied were spread   over   a wide-spectrum  of size and some  of  these 
were fail ly large. 

57. Indian   consultancy services  have  been   active  outside  India. 
Several   technical  consultancy organisations   have been commissioned 
by countries   in   the  Middle  East,   Africa,   Latin  America and South 
East Asia for   sophisticated engineering   assignments.    With   the 
modest beginnings  made  in  early  1970s,   the  growth   is   impressive. 
The  total  magnitude,   however,  has   yet  to  catch   up with  the momentum 
commensurate wi th  the expertise available  in   the country.    The 
value  of consultancy  services exported  averaged b 10 million 
(approximately  US $  one million)  during   the  V year period ending 
197V75.     The   figure   for  1975-76  is placed at  four   times  the 
previous  average.     These  figures  do not  include  the service content 
concealed in  turn-key contracts  and in  exports  of equipment. 

58. India has,   in   the recent period,   and   in  the  face of severe 
international  competition,  secured large   turn-key contracts  and 
export orders  for  supply of equipment,   some highly sophisticated. 
To mention but a few  examples: power projects   for Malaysia and 
Libya (vaiued at over   US 4fc 100 million),  metallurgical equipment 
for Yugoslavia and Bulgaria for aluminium and  steel plants,   cranes 
for Cuba,  an integrated township   in Kuwait (valued at over  US $ 
250 million). 

59. A frequent cause for deficient  or  sub-standard feasibility 
studies sterna  from  the fact that  the teams —   and In many cases 
the organisations sponsoring the teams-—  are heavily loaded In 
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favour      of technocrats  or   economists,   generally   the fomer. 

India is  no exception.     In   fact,    the endeavour   to  carry out  feasi- 

bility   studies  by an  unbalanced   task  force is   fairly pronounced — 

even with  leading consultancy  organisations.      In some cases,   an 

economic  cell   or unit   is  created   for giving  assistance  to   the 

project  planner.     In  others,   this   unit   is  manned  onl>  by  the ' 

engineers. 

60. An  optimum combination  of  a  team  cnariied  with   U. e preparation 

of  a   feasibility study of   a   project of   substantial   dimensions   is: 

an   industry-technologist, 

a project  engineer 
(generally,   a  mechanical  engineer), 

an  electrical   engineer, 

a civil   engineer 
(covering environmental engineering aspects), 

a market  researcher, 

a cost-evaluator, 

an  industrial   economist 
(covering  also   financial   and social   cost-benefit  analysis;, 

61. Depending on   the volume  of work  to be  accomplished   in   the 

respective areas,   the  number of    specialists   in   any one  or more 

may have   to he  expanded correspondingly.     It   is  not  imperative 

that once   included  in   the   team,   the incumbent   has   to allocate all 

working   time,   di-ring   the   entire  pendency of  the   final  report,   to 

a single  project.    The services,   for example,   of an   electrical 

engineer  may be required  only on  a part-time basis   for a specified 

number   of days.    Similarly,   once  detailed market  and demand  studies 

have been mounted,   the market research   analyst  can   be released. 

62. The geneais  of un-balanced  team carrying  out  feasibility 

studies   in moored in   the  inadequate realisation of  the   comprehensive 

character of   the studies. 

63. To many,   'feasibility'   is   a matter mainly of  technical 

viability.    As  a result of   the national  planning  effort and  the 

industrial  licensing  system,   a convenient assumption is made  that 
market viability of an   'approved project' is  ensured a priori. 

In the  matter  of commercial  profitability,  a quick estimate  is 

Á 
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made of realisable sales value  and costs of production with 
reference to  full  capacity output.     On  the contrary,  «any other 
feasibility studies  are  over-loaded with market studies   or project- 
ions  of financial  flows.     The equally vital and more basic problems 
of  technical  viability are treated with  scant attention.     Theso 
exercises attempt  to transplant technologies without recognising 
the need for  adaptation   to local conditions and constraints.     Quite 
frequently,   technological characteristics  applicable  to  other more 
sophisticated and  larger Markets, are borrowed in  an unadulterated 
form.     In either case,   the resultant   output is unbalanced,  and 
therefore, untenable,  leading  to wasteful use or mis-allocation of 
scarce resources,  often both. 

6k.        The conceptual problem on the  delimitation of  the scope and 
depth of pre-Investment studies and  the phenomenon of unbalanced 
teams  lead to the   location of an important action-centre  for 
International promotional assistance.     An agency like UNIDO should 
lay down internationally acceptable  standardized norms  and promote 
the idea of balanced feasibility studies and teams  therefor. 

65. A cause leading  to deficient  feasibility studies   is their 

contrived and Imposed demand.    A majority of the promoters does 

not have an abiding faith or confidence In the studies.     They 

oonslder it to be   'a necessary evil'.    The work on industrial pre- 

lnvestment studies have to take cognisance,  in the cosing years, 

of the flow of requisite entrepreneurial competence and capability. 

The recent experience during the recessionary «arket conditions 

have thrown up in bold relief deficiencies  in this vital  area.    An 

effective assimilation of the complexities exposed by involved 

integrated industrial projects requires intensive absorptive 

capacity.    Developed, sophisticated and mature Industrial  experience 

demands not merely the effectiveness   of pre-investment  documentation, 

but it also generates effective demand for it, 

INFORMATION GAP AND INDUSTRIAL  DATA  KXŒANGE5 

66. A major bottleneck in the preparation of feasibility 
studies is  the nonavailability of technological information.    In 
projects sponsored by an existing oompany in its own production 
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line,   the accessibility to  such   information is easy.    The  prob le« 
gets conveniently resolved when a collaboration is  contemplated with 
a leading producer or a supplier  of equipnent  or process   know-how. 
On the contrary,    the prob le«  is   accentuated   if some  sophisticated 
and developing   technology  is   involved.     Many  consultants   in developing 
countries  are  prone   to depend  on  commonly known   technologies/equip- 
ment with   the   latent risk  of using  obsolete  know-how.     The  projects 
based on such   technologies   frequently face  serious   1 inane ial  dis- 
appointments   as  a  result   of under-u tllization  of  capacities  and 
accumulation   of inventories. 

67. A further unstable  element   in  project  cost estimation s terns 
from inflationary distortions   in   prices.     It   is not  feasible  always 
for project,  analysts       to  organise a  continuous   intelligence 
covering prices   of  all  inputs   and  outputs  and,   in particular,   oí 
machinery and   equipment and materials   with  inflexible specifications. 
Variations  are  divergent and,   therefore,  no  uniform  indexing can be 
adopted.    The   element invalidates  historically retrieved  industrial 
programming  reference data. 

68. In countries  like India,   the  inflationary price disturbances 
are accentuated     by  the  limited  size   of   the market«,  which  give 
rise  to price   distortions   as  a  consequence of  the   imperfections   of 
the market structure, monopolistic  or monopsonic.     An information 
system,   therefore,   which   can enable   the project planner   to  have 
access   to changing  price magnitudes,  would be  of  immense  help.     The 
information  agency should not  be   a data bank  in  the  accepted sense 
of the   term,   the  basic function   of which  is   to collate  and store 
historical  data. 

69. UNIDO  and other international   and regional  organisations 
and national   development   contres   can   play a very significant  role 
in planning,   gathering,  processing,  storing  and disseminating 
technological   and  economic   information,   qualitative  and  statistical, 

70. The  profiles  of manufacturing  establishments   compiled by 
UNIDO are productive reservoirs   of operational  data.     On   account, 
however, of  obsolescence,   insufficient   analysis and  the   variable 
locatioral  and  size  factors,   the  profiles  have  been   found   to be 
unsuitable documentation  in   this   area«     The Extracts  of  Feasibility 
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Studie«  come closer to the data demands  for new feasibility 
studies;  but  these  too need  to  be   reinforced and extended in scope 
to be used effectively and  extensively. 

71. Bnormous  duplication  of project planning  has   assumed 
staggering  proportions  despite   the  shortage  of project planners. 
A typical   and   interesting example   is provided by «ore   than 100 so- 
called «ini-51 tesi plants  (electric arc furnaces)   in   India promoted 
recently.     These  involved repetitlv«    efforts in preparing studies 
covering  the   sane characteristics   and  coverage:  market  estimation 
and projections,   identification   of technology,   équipaient,  manpower 
and skills   and commercial   and economic  evaluation.     An  exchange, 
which  can  collect,  store,   retrieve  and  disseminate   programming 
reference  data will help   to  save   a  tremendous  amount   of   répétitive, 
and, therefore ,   wasteful  effort, 

72. The   conventional data banks  have  been  found   to  be   inadequate 
sources of programming reference  data for new industrial  projects. 
In order  to achieve minimisation  of development  effort  to encourage 
repetitive  us«  of available pool   of  technological  and  economic 
information,   Industrial Development Data Exchanges  should be 
designed  to operate on national,   regional and  international levels. 
UNIDO can act as   the  f oun t ainhead,   as  a recipient,   a processor,  a 
storehouse  and a disseminating   agency.    The  exchance*   should create 
a strong  documentation centre  and  establish an operational  system 
by which   it shall be able  to  absorb effectively massive  data 
inflows.    To establish the  financial viability of   the  system, 
streams  of inflows and outflows  of developmental data dosages may 
be organised on a compensation basis,    Th« compensation,   like  the 
insurance premium,  shall  be nominal  since it will be  shared by a 
large clientela —  sponsors  of new investment  activity,   consulting 
firms,  growth promotion centres,   developmental financial   institutions 
and government   and quasi-ofi ici a I   agencies. 

73. The  data should cover,   at   the  respective  area   levels,  a 
wide spectrum  of existing  and  potential  industrial   activity: 
results  of selected identification  studies, government  policies 
and regulations,   factor endowments,   infra-s true turai   facilities 
and service costs, selected sources of know-how, technology, equip- 
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ment,  consultancy und engineering  servie««, raw Materials and 

feedstocks, price structures   (domestic and international) Market 

segmentation,   supply of skills  and Manpower  costs. 

7 >tm        The da ta-col lee ti on   function, however,   will present some 

seeMingly  insurmountable problems.    The  functions of processine, 
storage,   retrieval and disemination of information are relatively 

easy although   these  do call   lor high level expertise  in data 
computation and dissemination.     The agencies which subsist on 

generation  of development   information on processes,   technology and 
market  information may not  be willing and responsive  to part with 

their output.     It is  their  business  to profit   from repetitive use 

of the same  data-output.     The pricing of   the  information,  when 

agencies  are willing  to share  it,will present,  a difficult but not 

an untractahle problem. 

F.  AN ACTION  PKOGUAUlf 

75. The experience in India of  the flow of bankable projects 

has been mixed.    With the present low level  (in relative  terms) 

of  industrialisation  and rich  natural endowments,   the potential  is 

large.     Nonetheless,   the  flow of bankable projects has been cons- 

trained by sereral  factors. 

76. The  causes  leading to  low velocity of bankable projects 

basically are: 

- small and fragmented size of markets, 
- deficiencies  of  capi tul and foreign exchange, 

- low levels  of  exploited raw material  resources, 
- non-availability of high level specialised technologies, 

- non-existence  of large, broad.-based, professionalised 
industrial entrepreneurshlp and management expertise, 

- certain regulatory policies and procedures, 

- a lack of infra-«trueturai  facilities,  and 

Inadequate pre» investment planning. 

77. The flow can be accelerated substantially by: 

1)  a massive programme  of industrial  identification and 

opportunity studies, 
11) development and strengthening of  infra-s true turo as  a 

a physical  follow-up of the identification studies, 

/. 
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ili)  an expanding  flow of project feasibility reports  by 
extending   support,   to  consultancy organisations, 

iv)   supply of  supplemented  finances   to   aid  promotional 
efforts  oí   private capital  by  reinforcing   the  resources 
of  firincial   institutions  and a positive  support   to   the 
joint sector, 

v)   the   establishment  of a more   freely  available   foreign 
exchange   iund, 

vi)  arrangement with   regional   and   international  organisations 
like   UNIDO and   Uorlcl  Bank  to   facilitate  eusier   access   to 
technical   know-how which peraits  horizontal   transfers   of 
technology. 

78. In  the  field  of   1 easi hi li ty studies,   the  Indian  experience 

• ay  be summed up  as   follows: 

On  the  positive side 

a) India has  built  up a  fairly dependable  service 
•echan i su  to produce  acceptable  feasibility studies 
in a major segment of manufacturing   Industry. 

b) There are not many industrial  projects which  are not 
followed up   after   the  production  of  feasibility studies. 

c) The rate  of accumulation of   feasibility studies   has not 
been greater   than  tue  rate of investments. 

d) Tlie consulting   organisations established by  the 
government have  played a significant role  in supple- 
menting  the efforts  of private consultancy organisations, 
specially in   the  case of overseas  assignments. 

• ) The promotional  agencies and incentive programmes  have 
contributed substantially to  the  acceleration  of the 
pace of production of feasibility studies and to   their 
follow-up. 

On the negative side 

f) A lack of bankable projects has been a significant 
constraint on accelerated development. 

g) All   the agencies producing  feasibility studies —   such 
as  commercial banks —  are not adequately equipped  to 

produce such studies. 
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h)  Many consulting agencies  depend on second-hand 
sources  of  information  and obsolete  data. 

i) Many  feasibility studies  are  inadequate as   an effective 
tool  for  a definitive and  quick investment  decision- 

making process. 
j)  A cause for  some  infructuous   feasibility studies   is   the 

lack of confidence of  the first generation  investors  in 
the planning process and  of  the experienced  investors 
in  the  social  criteria which  guide  the decision-siaking 
of government  authorities granting   the licence»  and of 
financial   ins ti*-•tons  providing the  bulk of finance. 

k)   Some  feasibility studies  are not  implemented because 
the promoters»  willingness to  invest own capital 
resources does not match with sound financial  criteria 
developed by promotional  Institutions. 

1) The   cost which the promoters are willing to pay for the 
feasibility studies  is  often too low  and does not match 
with the standards of   industrially advanced countries 

or of acceptable  feasibility studies. 
m)  The   investor  tends   to  rely on  freely retrievable   or 

acquired economic and   technological  information. 

79. On the  pre-investment planning front,   the Indian experience 
has highlighted  the following action centres with a view to 
mobilise,  develop,  deploy and intensify  the use of resources  in 
the area of  feasibility studies; 

i)  generate genuine  demand   for  industrial feasibility 

studies; 
ii)  intensify efforts  to locate viable  areas  which possess 

potential   for  development and investment; 
ili)  standardise conceptual  content and scope of pre-invest- 

ment studies; 
iv)  develop interactions  among the agencies carrying out 

feasibility studies reducing  to the minimum repetitive 

efforts; 
v)  develop and coordinate  the expertise available  in 

technical,  economic and commercial  areas   to carry out 

i 
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sound,  balanced, compie te and bankable  feasibility 

reports; 

vi)   organise  exchange   of project development  data at 

national,   regional  and  International   levels; 

vil)  plan,  organise,  coordinate, monitor,  evaluate, 
reinforce and develop effort and resources  at national, 

regional and international levels; 

vili)   organise  training and professional development 

programmes  for carrying  out bankable  feasibility 

studies, 

INTERNATIONAL   PHOGKAMMB 

80. International assistance may be planned, designed and 
organised  on  an extensive scale.     The  technical  assistane« 
programme  should be  cooperati on-oriented rather  than  assistance- 
motivated.     Regional and multi-national  consortia rather  than 
integrated consulting  engineering  services and    romotion centres 
would be more effective and  successful. 

81. A most  important link in   the international  programme 
should be agencies,  at different  tiers,   in the nature  of industrial 
programming data exchanges«    The  function of these exchanges shall 
cover collection,  processing,  storage,   retrieval and  dissemination 
of live,   updated information on resource  endowments,   identified 
Investment  opportunities,   technical  know-how and prooesses, 
machinery and equipment,  raw materials  and their sources,   economic 
characteristics  of products,  market structure and operations, 
infrastructural  facilities,  consultancy and engineering services. 
Nothing,  perhaps,  will be more productive in the area of bankable 
feasibility studies,  consistently with the new global  development 
strategy,   than active, pulsating,   responsive data exchanges  at  the 
appropriate  levels. 

82. The  establishment of a UNIDO Feasibility Analysis Centre 
should be most welcome.     It can make a positive and wholesome 
contribution provided (a)  its functions encompass  a wide spectrum 
of project planning activities,  and (b)   it focuses  its  attention 

on the identified deficiencies. 
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83.        Should   it be   found  feasible   to  assign the   functions  of 
Data Exchanges   to   the UNI W Centre,  no  separate data exchanges  at 
te  international   level  be constituted.     However,  such  exchanges 
at  the national  and  international   levels  would be Highly 

productive. 

8*. In   the   information  aren, the  UNIDO Centre should 
i/codile,  by  industries,  affective  and   live  inventories  of 
sources of  know-how,   equipment,  engineering  and consultancy 

services,  and  technical   and  engineering  skills; 
ii)   analyse,  by industries,  project   development experience  and 

disseminate   information   thereon-   it  will   involve major 
research exercises   in  selected sets   of countries; 
iii)   compute project ñoras by nature and  size  of industries 

in  selected countries. 

Other  action  centres   for   the   international  programme  are: 
1)  production  of manuals  and   guidelines  incorporating 

norms   and standards; 
ii)  organisation of workshops ,   seminars  and symposia; 

Hi)  organisation  of  training  or  fellowship programmes; 
iv)  provision  of  supervisory   technical  assistance  for 

specific projects or series  of projects; 
v)  publication  of journals  devoted   to  pre- investment, 

specially  feasibility studies  and  case and model 

studies;   and 
vi)  promotion  of exchange  programmes on bilateral and 

multilateral bases. 

86.        Each action  centre  involves  a  constellation  of  action 
program.es  and  call*   for multi-centred and multi-directional 
effort.    In order  to  realise an effective  international  programme, 
performing  the  twin functions  of a contributor and a catalytic 
agent,  the action programme, shall  have  to be identified, defined 
and developed with  appropriate priorities  and resource  allocation.. 

Á 



- ?5 - ANNEX 

PHYSICAL T.ÜIGETS  OF  INJtkTRIAL  GUÜ..TH   IN  fll^  FIFTH  PLAN 

197 '1-1979 

INClUAàS 
INDUSTUY UNIT 1973-7 4 1978-79 Absolute 

3 

îàteel   (ingots) ra.t. 
Aluminium m.t. 

«Cement m.t. 
Refractories m.t. 

Petroleum Products m.t. 

Sulnhuiic   Acid m.t 
Industrial  Oxygen m.m 
Fertilisers   (N) m.t. 

elastics m.t. 
llubber(Synthetics) 1.1. 
DMT t.t. 
Synthetic fibres m.t. 
Detergents t.t. 

Penicillin MHU 
Sugar m.t. 
Cotton  textiles m.m. 
Art siili m.m. 
Jute  fabrics m.t. 
Paper m.t. 

Footwear «.p. 
Bicycle tyres m.no. 
Automobile  tyres m.no. 

Turbines ».Kw 
Transformers m.KVA 
Motors M.H.P, 

Conductors t.no. 
Dry batteries ii.no. 
Storace batteries in.no. 
G.L.S.   Lamps ni.no. 
Fans m.no. 

Consumer    electronics        Pi.m. 
Medical electronics iii.m. 
Other   electronics IN.m. 

Wagons t.no. 
Shipbuilding t.GKT 
Motored 2 wheelers t.no. 
Hicycles m.no. 

Ball/roller bearings m.no. 
Sewing machines m.no. 

6.32 
0.15 

14.67 
0.71 

19.70 

1.3* 
60.7 

1.06 

0.11 
23.30 

'1.20 
0.1* 

72 

2 48 
3.95 
79*6 
8*0 

1.07 
0.82 

53. *0 
2*.03 

*.66 

2.10 
12. *2 
3.2* 

46. *0 
65* 

1.29 
121 

¡Ml 

6is 
*0 

962 

12.2 
30 

15«'.7 
2.57 

'l 4.4 
0.25 

Ü.32 
0.3 

2U.S0 
1.02 

27.00 

2.70 
100.0 

2.90 

0.17 
'lO.OO 
2 4,00 

0.21 
12 5 

520 
5.40 
9500 
1435 
1.28 
1.13 

68.00 
30.00 
8.00 

3.90 
20.00 

'«.50 

90 
800 

t.r»0 
180 

2.5 

1990 
140 

3023 

15 
130.2 
320.0 

3 
3* 

0.41 

5.00 
O.lt» 

6.13 
0.31 

7.30 

1.36 
39.3 

1.8* 

0.06 
16.70 
19.80 
0.07 

53 
272 

1.45 
155* 

595 
0.21 
0.31 

14.60 
5.97 
3.3* 

1.90 
7.58 
1.26 

*3.6o 
1*6 

0.^1 
59 

0.39 

1375 
100 

206I 

2.80 
100.2 
I69.3 
0.43 

9.6 
O.16 

79 
107 

42 
** 

37 

101 
65 

17* 

55 
72 

471 
50 
7* 

110 
37 
20 
71 
20 
38 

27 
25 
72 

86 
61 
39 

9* 
22 
16 
*9 
18 

224 
25O 
214 

23 
33* 
112 

17 

39 
6* 

m.t.       » million  tonnes 
m.m.      » million meters 
m.no.    • million numbers 
t.no.    •   thousand numbers 
M.H.P.  « million horsepower. 
m.p.      m  million pairs 

t.  GRT • thousand gross reg.tonnage 
ito.  m * Uupees million 
MMU « million units 
M.KVA » million kilo volt ampere». 
m.Kw » million  kilo  watt 



ANNEX 2 

GROWTH   IN  PUBLIC  SECTOR   INVESTMENTS   IN   INDIA 

1950 - 1975 

Undertakings 

i al 

Investment 

YEAR Quinquenn to * 'Quinquennial* 
No. Increase (%) billion million Increase (%) 

1950 5 - 0.3 64 - 

1955 21 320 0.8 180 167 

I960 48 129 9.5 2,118 1,088 

1965 74 5*» 24.2 5,367 155 

1970 91 23 43.0 5,735 78 

1975 122 3* 62. 4 7,796 45 

*  There   is  a distortion due  to variable exchange  raies 
In  1966,   the   Indian rupee was   devalued,     i here  h.«     been 
further    dollar value depreciation  of  the rupee since  the 
floating of  the  currencies. 

ANNEX  3 

INVESTMENTS   IN THE PUBLIC SBCTOft  IN   INDIA 

1974 

SECTOR to million US 4 million 

A. Manufacturing Enterprises 

- Steel 
- Minerals  and metals 

- Heavy engineering 

- Medium and  light 
engineering 

- Transportation equipment  2,274 

- Consumer goods 

B. Service Enterprises 

- Contracts  and construe«* 
tion services 158 

- Industrial development 
and technical consul- 
tancy services 46 

- Réhabilitation of sick 
Industries 337 

Total 40,713 

20,289 2 ,536 49.8 

8,725 1 ,094 21.4 

b,748 844 I6.6 

1,462 183 3.6 

2,274 284 5.6 

674 84 1.7 

20 

6 

42 

5,089 

0.4 

0.1 

0.8 

100.00 



-  7\  - ANNEX  A 

COMPOSITION  OF CENTRAL GOVEKNMLNT   INDUSTRIAL  INVESTMENTS 

DIKING THE  FIFTH PLAN PEU IOD 

INDUSTRY Ito billion US  $ million 

Steel 10,750 1,861 

Fertilizers 15,330 1,703 

Petroleum (including 
ration and distribu 

explo- 
tion) 15,750 1,750 

Petro-chemicals 3,490 388 

Machinery and  engine 

Non-ferrous metals 

ering 3,650 

4,680 

406 

520 

Shipbuilding 

Paper 

Cement 

Textiles 

1,470 

2,030 

1,020 

1,040 

163 

226 

113 

116 

ANNEX 5 

GHOWTH  IN PAID-UP  CAPITAL  OF  COiMPANIBS  BY  SECTORS 

(1971- •75) 

YEAR 
Public 
Sector 

(Ite milliai) (to 

Private 
Sector 
million) 

Total 
(Ks million) 

1970-71 2,771 576 3,347 

1971-72 3,027 555 3,582 

1972-73 6,293 690 6 ,983 

1973-74 16,440 917 17,357 

197^75 3, '«50 1,230 4,680 

TOTAL 31,981 3,968 35,949 

Due  to variable   exchange rutes   over   the period,   the 
dollar values  have not   been computed. 
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ANNEX. 

INÜUST11IAL  LICENSING CLEAUANCES» 

197 5-76 

«iiiiKTBV                           iNiiUSTUIAL LICENCES LETlJftlS 
NU 

ÜF 

US 

INTENT» 
INDUSTRY 

NU üb SE SE 

Food Processing 'l'i 6 3 21 b 2 

Sugar 3 7 1 1 

Textiles '42 4 145 26 3 12 

Chenlcals 30 32 29 78 45 20 
2 Dye Stuff« 1 5 1 1 

Drug* a Pharmaceuticals 8 3b 7 18 43 12 

Fertilizers 2 1 1 " 
Soaps,  Detergents  and 

Cosse tics - 1 ~ 1 
4 Paper & Pulp 10 "~ 4 41 

Cement & Gypsusv-based 'i - 1 15 1 2 
1 Ceramics & Glass 3 "" 3 3 

Metallurgical   Industries 23 12 10 26 10 4 

Industrial Machinery & 
Tools 15 27 19 17 27 14 

Agricultural & Earth 
Moving Machinery 1 - 1 " 

2 
15 

4 
2 

Transportation Equipment 16 2 2 12 7 
Electrical equipment 32 23 10 4b 30 

6 
4 

Miscellaneous  Equipment 
Instruments 

6 
2 

b 
3 

4 
1 

lb 
4 

Leather ft Rubber  Goods 12 'i l» 7 3 2 

Miscellaneous   Industries 12 

266 

1 <t 6 — 3 

Total U3 266 339 185 102 

* Bxcludes capacity régularisation licences 
• Provisional  clearances  issued by the Government 

NU New Unit 
DS Diversification 
SE Sube tanti al Expansion 
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